
A business application that makes 
management more simple
Medialogrestaurant is a software package that helps you 
optimize the different management tasks of your business 
in real time and to identify your clients and build customer 
loyalty.

From ordering to paying, from production to billing,  
Medialogrestaurant is designed to respond to all of your 
needs.

RESTAURANTS, BARS AND RETAIL OUTLET P.O.S. 

 
.  Logistical follow-up, from purchase 

planning to merchandise stock  
integration

.  Restaurant staff management:
   planning, schedule, allocated tasks
.  Management of reservations  

and of the seating plan in real time
. Closing of end-of-service, end of day
.  Remote ordering on tablet or  

smartphone (additional application)
.  Customer database creation  

and management
.  Management of receivables and  

client reminders
.  Statistics by type of client to track  

the evolution of the turnover
.  Data sheets with automatic count of  

the sales ratio
. Software secured by a user card

.  Centralized payments: room  
and meals on the client’s account

. Centralized turnover

Functions Medialoghôtel, Medialogrestaurant 
Functions

Medialogrestaurant
a solution
to manage  
your business 

Make your  
life easier and 
save time!



. Tactile, user-friendly and simple interface of the P.O.S.

.  Up to forty management and accounting reports available on your Medialog 
subscriber page

.  PDA application for tablet or smartphone, remote order taking synchronized 
with the Medialogrestaurant P.O.S.

Technical Specificities

.  Hotline identical to your PMS subscription formula,
   up to 7 days a week, 24 hours a day
. Personalized assistance: technical and user support
. Accredited training by Medialog experts
. Regular updates of the application
. Design and upgrading of solutions in partnership with the client

Associated Services

Drive your business!

Medialog, designer of innovative  
and alternative digital solutions 

Our customer-base includes a wide network in the hotel industry.  
We plan ahead for their needs and offer innovative solutions with  
cutting-edge technology.

Our software is entirely designed in France by our teams and addresses  
all types of businesses in the hotel and restaurant industry  
and yield management activities.  
 
We want our products to be ergonomic, intuitive and user-friendly.  
They help optimize time spent on daily tasks for enhanced sales  
effectiveness and improved quality of service and customer satisfaction.

Medialog, hailed for its new product designs, is recognized as  
an innovative company for its solutions.

mail@medialog.fr 
sales@medialog.fr

33 (0)1 44 24 05 04

150 boulevard Masséna  
75013 Paris

www.medialog.fr

 A digital solution
designed  

by Medialog

Medialogrestaurant


